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Feedbacks
1) The way of conducting the seminar is very good; sir explained the cases in a very
simple way, like he gave a lot of day to day examples by which we could easily
get him. Learnt a lot of patience from you sir…..Dr. Vatsalaraje Sawant.
2) Style is very simple so we can understand very clearly…..Dr. Madhavi
Arvind Darekar.
3) Seminar was full of knowledge, I used to think that practicing by
classical method and that to sensation method is difficult, but
after dr. chauhans lecture I am confident about practicing this
way…Priti Katkar.
4) Powerful-everything-style, content, way of conducting got many
insights about case witnessing process. It was very nice to see the whole
process….Dr. Prashant Sonwane.
5) D.C. Style was simple yet powerful enough to penetrate inner self,
definitely changing the thought process, helpful in healing the
patient and the self….Dr. Kirtiraj Vatkar.
6) Very natural, honest, scientific way of explaining small, small
details, the content is of supreme logic, free of manipulation and
dramatization….Dr. Anagha Deshmukh.
7) Dr. Chauhan sir’s way of teaching is very convincing and logical and

enlightening….Dr.Neha Raole.
8) Contents of the seminar were good, got a good understanding of the wonderful
world of children. Also understood the common mistakes I do usually in
practise…Dr. Shardul Joshi.
9) Lecture style is really simple and can understand what sir really meant to tell
about theme of remedy as it is so simplified and I really got correct
directions to study remedies….Dr. Suvarna Khandekar.
10) The exploration and explanation of some contents by dr. Dinesh
was excellent and satisfactory, the case of Natrum Phos really
makes us to think what way we have to see in an unprejudiced
way, also looking at the remedy….hope like this you all invite
the practitioners who developed their own NEW concepts on
search in Homoeopathy…Dr. Shubhangi Satpute.
11) Involvement of students and answering their every query without a single frown
really made the students at ease to clear our doubts…Dr. Sumitra Ghatge.
12) Content of the lecture is very important for our personal practise and really
interesting cases are good and explanatory, we learnt a lot from this
seminar…Dr. Divya Wani.
13)

Everything about the lecturer and content of seminar touched mind and brain
thanks for that. I think this will start my journey into this approach…Dr. Rajendra.

14) the case witnessing in pediatric cases of course boosted up the confidence. Dr.
Chauhan’s vast knowledge is inspiring…Dr. Dipti Goenka.
15) The cases were excellent and very valuable for our further understanding of this
method...Dr. Satyakaam Trigunait.
16) I liked the cases which will help me in my clinical practice…Dr. Meenal Jain.
17) I am really thankful to dr. Dinesh sir for giving us valuable information most of all
I personally liked the “how to read MM” before this I had never been told or
taught by anyone how to read MM now onwards I will do as sir said. Everything

is good, personally thankful to dr. atul Patwardhan and team…Dr.Musmade
Sachin.

18) Well received case, presentation, presenter- perfect Nat Phos and Teucrium
cases well analyzed, taken and prescribed….Dr.Harshad Kadam.
19) The main content of this seminar i.e. case taking is exactly what I
wanted to know about more in detail, dr. dinesh chauhan sir has
made my most doubts clear and I hope this will definitely help
me in my practise….Dr. Ruta Shrikhande.
20) All contents of the seminar very nice, dr. Chauhan is with such a
huge conceptual knowledge of homoeopathy, awesome
knowledge of materia medica, differentiation of remedies he has
done, was really very helpful and easy to understand….Dr. Kavita
Jadhav.
21) Excellent clarity of concepts….Dr. Mayuri Parekh.
22) This seminar will surely help me to start my practise confidently….Dr. Neelima
Thorve.
23) The content of seminar and way of conducting is very good, the lecturer
explained the contents in a very simple way which makes it easy to understand.
It was good as I got an opportunity to clear my doubts. It was a well organize
seminar…..Dr. Deepika Tayal.

